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The suitable geographical situation on the crossroad between Europe, the former Soviet
Union and the Middle East puts Bulgaria into the stream of many illegal traffics - people,
arms, drugs etc.

The illicit traffic of nuclear and radioactive materials is a serious violation nonproliferation
laws as well as a risk for the health of the population. Criminal diversion of fissile materials
could lead to the potential construction of nuclear weapon or apllied with conventiional
explosives the radioactive material could pose a threat to dwelling places, water supplies etc.
The traffic of nuclear and radioactive materials in Bulgaria can be divided in two main parts -
internal and transit.

I. Internal traffic

The internal traffic consisted of stolen radioactive sources mainly imported with the Soviet
equipmen from companies or plants that were privatized or stopped functioning due to the
economic changes in the country. There there were attempts to divert and transport materials
from the Uranium mining industry including different amounts of "yellow cake", depleted
Uranium containers or shielding.

These devices consisted of level and dense meters, irradiation devices, removing static
electricity, smoke detectors etc. mainly containing the isotopes Cs-137, Co-60, Ir-192, Ra-
226, Am-241 etc.

II. External traffic

The external traffic of illicit nuclear materials is connected with the transfer of raw materials
and expensive metals from the former Soviet Union towards Western Europe and the Middle
East. This traffic included Al, Os, Cs, Sc, Rare earth elements, Red Mercury, Pu, Enriched U.

The traffic of the last three items is of greatest concern and should be addressed with highest
priority.

III. Response to the illicit traffic of nuclear materials

The detection of both the internal and external traffic raises serious problems to the Bulgarian
controlling organs both for equipment and qualified personnel at the borders and inside the
country.
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The creation of proper model scheme for the developing countries is important for starting the
initial process of preventing and combating the illicit traffic of nuclear materials. There is a
need of reinforcing strategy to control the existing stockpiles of fissile material and to lower
the future production and use of such materials.

The illicit traffic of nuclear materials is a new threat, which requires rapid implementation of
comprehensive, mutually measures and efforts, new approaches, coordination of services and
institutions and even new legislation.

IV. Action Scheme for illicit radioactive or nuclear material

It was felt that the application of a new model scheme would allow better and quicker
response of Bulgarian capabilities for combating illicit nuclear trafficking.

First Step

1. Health physics analysis (gamma and neutron dose)

2. Preservation of evidence (proper protocols adopted by the law enforcement forces)

Second Step

1. NDA analysis to categorize the radioactive material on site

• radioactive, non-fissile material

• nuclear fuel (235U content less 20 %)

• Pu and/or enriched U (235U content higher 20 %)

2. Ge(Li) high Resolution Gamma Spectroscopy

3. Passive Neutron interrogation for Pu

Third Step

1. In-Depth Analysis by Specialized laboratory

• Analysis of the matrix, of packaging material

• element composition of nuclear material

• impurities, traces etc.
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V. Setting up a Legal and Administrative Frame.

The creation and proposition of a model scheme procedure for the developing countries is
important for starting the initial process of preventing and combating the illicit traffic of
nuclear materials.

The proposition of a model procedure will allow better and quicker upgrade of developing
countries capabilities for combating illicit nuclear trafficking. It is also important to initiate
the contacts between neighbouring countries by regional collaboration of law enforcement
authorities, customs, analytical laboratories etc. which will make combatting illicit trafficking
of nuclear materials much more effective.
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